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Welcome to the Doctors for the Environment Australia's October Newsletter

DEA Special General Meeting – 9 October 2020, 7pm AEDT.
Remote meeting and on location in Brisbane (6pm QLD time).
Followed by guest speaker Dr Jeannette Young, QLD, Chief Health Officer.
DEA is proposing changes to its Constitution and all members are encouraged to attend and vote. Members must register before 10am AEDT, October 9 2020 to
be able to attend.
DEA began a comprehensive organisational review 2 years ago which has resulted in extensive transformational changes to the organisation. Changes that will
enable DEA to advance on its exciting agenda of expansion and influence. This transformation has to date involved the appointment of Denise Cauchj as Executive
Director, moving DEA’s office to Melbourne (to consolidate staff at one site), launching DEA’s 5 year Strategic Framework and implementing changes to DEA’s ways
of working. The final part of this process is to update DEA’s Constitution to reflect desired changes and ways of working (DEA’s present Constitution dates back to
formation of the organisation in 2001) and therefore a Special General Meeting has been called.
Our current Constitution is available here and if you require a further copy of the proposed Constitution please contact admin@dea.org.au The proposed
Constitution was emailed to all members on September 28th 2020. There will be a set time for questions and discussion at the Special General Meeting, so we
encourage all members who would like to raise any issues or concerns about the Constitution to contact the DEA office on admin@dea.org.au prior to the meeting
so we can follow up with you.
There are 2 ways to attend the Special General Meeting:
1.
In person at Translational Research Institute, Princess Alexandra Hospital, Brisbane. Register here. (Please note there is a maximum of 40 Covid-safe places
available.)
2.

Live streamed. Register here before Oct 9, 10am AEDT (there will be no provisions to register for remote attendance after this time).

Dr Jeannette Young, Guest speaker and social event to follow directly after the Special General Meeting at 7pm (QLD).
Dr Jeannette Young, QLD Chief Health Officer, will speak about her experience in leading Queensland’s efforts against COVID-19 and the lessons learned from this
which can be adapted to the fight against climate change.
To register for the speaker and social event in Brisbane click here. For further details read Queensland’s state report later in the newsletter.
DEA members can attend the online stream of Dr Young’s presentation via Zoom using the following link Dr Jeanette Young _ Doctors for the Environment
Australia

DEA Annual General Meeting
DEA’s AGM will be held remotely this year and is scheduled for Tuesday 17th November 2020, 7.30pm AEDT.
Please save the date. DEA Board nomination forms will be emailed to all members within the next week.

Good news on health sector sustainability
DEA commends England’s NHS commitment to achieve net zero emissions by 2040 and calls on the Australian health sector to likewise commit to a net zero
target.
As well as the net zero emissions target the NHS announced last week an interim target of 80% reduction by 2028-2032 and a net zero target by its wider supply
chain by 2045. An accompanying article can be found in the BMJ A pathway for net zero emissions for healthcare.
Locally Canberra Hospital Expansion to be completed in 2024 will be the first Australian hospital to be powered by 100% renewable energy
Health Care Without Harm have also recently released a video highlighting the adverse health impacts of health sector activities featuring Dr Arnagretta Hunter.

Bad news on Narrabri gas project
DEA members John Van Der Kallen, Helen Redmond, and Bob Vickers have been at the forefront of the opposition to the Narrabri gas project which has now
been given the green light by the NSW Independent Planning Commission.
DEA’s Media Release in response to the recent approval is here
DEA has provided several submissions since 2017 which argue that this project should not proceed. Chief amongst the objections against it by DEA are that;
The Health Impact Assessment was poorly conducted, that
emissions from the project will contribute more greenhouse gases driving climate change,

produced salt will damage the local environment, and
there is no social icence from the wider Narrabri community.
In relation to fugitive emissions the Commission has imposed a condition that exceedances of scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions must be fully offset. While this is at
least a recognition of the problem it is not clear how this condition can be met. Damage to the Pilliga Forest is justified by the statement that "biodiversity impacts
of the Project have been measured and assessed in line with the relevant guidelines, the biodiversity offsets have been calculated in accordance with the NSW
Biodiversity Offsets Policy for Major Projects". The massive loss of habitat and native animals resulting from unprecedented bushfires last summer, made worse by
the effects of fossil-fuelled climate change, do not appear to have been considered, and the idea of "offsets" to preserve habitat and species is a dubious one.
DEA will continue to oppose the unjustified massive expansion of the gas industry.
Last month also saw The Australian Institute release a report commissioned by the ACF Weapons of Gas Destruction. Accessing the potential climate impact of
Australia’s proposed gas pipelines and projects.

Biodiversity news
Despite last month being Biodiversity Month, when our unique plants and animals are celebrated, we saw the Federal Government push its proposed changes to
the EPBC Act through the lower house.
It will now be up to cross bench Senators to decide whether Australia’s natural environment and its biodiversity will be subject to fewer protections as
responsibility is devolved to the states and territories who are notoriously bad at looking after nature. We wrote about this in Open Forum here.
Our Biodiversity Special Interest Group’s Tasmanian members have also written to a key Senator for this legislation, Jacquie Lambie to impress upon her the
importance of protecting biodiversity for health’s sake. Promisingly, she has expressed a desire to wait for the EPBC Act Review’s final report, due later in October.
Those of us in lockdown in Melbourne have been confined to a 5km radius of home for the past 8 weeks with 2 more to go. A couple of outcomes which facilitate
human to nature connection are the increase in people accessing their local green space as gyms are closed and an uptick in those seeking out nature-based
hobbies like bird watching. Apart from outdoor activity promoting physical exercise and psychological rejuvenation, use of local green space encourages people to
learn and care about their nearby nature.
With public golf courses closed for golf, many locals are using these vast areas to get their daily exercise and enjoy the expanse of open sky and remnant
vegetation. There are calls for golf courses in the inner suburbs, where there is little parkland, to be shared more freely with the whole community. At least one,
Elsternwick, has been returned to the people and is in the process of being rehabilitated.
There has been a tenfold surge in bird sightings in Melbourne as people get outside and notice what’s around them- even the critically endangered Swift Parrot
was sighted by Birdlife Australia’s Sean Dooley
You can get in on the act too with the Aussie Backyard Birdcount - starting on October 19th.
Attached photo shows 2 nesting rainbow lorikeets in remnant bushland near Deakin University in suburban Melbourne, nearby were 2 tawny frogmouths!

Finally, check out this wonderful TED talk on innovations from indigenous systems.

Across the states
Queensland
Moreton Island Trip
Over the weekend of 18-20th September, a large group of DEA members, both doctors and students, ventured to Moreton Island on another successful volunteer
trip. Well done to all who went and helped restore the island’s natural habitat. Below is a description of the weekend from one of the first-time attendees, Albert
Qiu.
After arriving on the Saturday morning ferry, we drove across the island to the campsite to set up and have lunch before getting to work in the
afternoon. We worked in teams to weed invasive species such as passionfruit vine and planted propagated native flora such as banksia. After a few
hours of work, we returned to the campsite and had some time off, heading to the beach and the blue lagoon. The next morning, we worked in a
different area closer to a beach, where a quick dip was a welcome respite from tracking the weeds through foliage. We had the rest of the afternoon
off and headed back to the ferry site where we managed to catch a great sunset over the water before heading back to the mainland.

DEA members on Moreton Island

DEA Special General Meeting
DEA's Special General Meeting is coming up on the evening of October 9th 2020. All DEA members are invited to attend either online via live streaming or in
person (with COVID-19 measures in place) at the Translational Research Institute, PA hospital, Brisbane. The meeting will be held from 6-7pm QLD time. Register
to attend here.
A social event and light refreshments will follow the meeting, during which guest speaker Dr Jeannette Young, Queensland’s Chief Health Officer, will speak about
her experience in leading Queensland’s efforts against COVID-19 and the lessons learned which can be adapted to the fight against climate change. Again, all DEA
members, including students, are invited to attend. Tickets to this event can be purchased here. We look forward to seeing you there!

Western Australia
Many things have been happening in WA over the past few weeks! To outline a few Education events and meetings
The WA Primary Health Alliance, RACGP Climate and Environment Medicine Special Interest Group, Doctors for the Environment Australia and Healthpathways
WA, continue their webinar series on Climate Change and Health. RACGP and ACRRM points are available for GPs and recording are available afterwards for those
that cannot make the live presentation. To find out more you can review the timetable here!

Dr Chris Curry presented on the impacts of gas ‘Every fracking well is doing you damage’ for the first in a new series of ‘Rapid Education Sessions’. These sessions
are set to occur roughly every six weeks and are designed as brief, targeted information sessions members of DEA on topics at the interface of ecology, climate
and health. The next session is planned for early November and will be on the effects of Deforestation.
DEA members continue to participate in the WA Climate and Health Community of Practice. The WA Climate and Health Community of practice has a has
a committed membership both within and outside government, and creates a network to enables collaboration across sectors at the intersection of Climate
Change, human health, health services, and the health sector. The group holds regular meetings to facilitate communication, the sharing of information, and the
education and discussions on initiatives or developments that can assist with Western Australia more broadly build Climate Change resilience across sectors, and
explore opportunity to further reduce the impact of these sectors on future climate change. At this month’s meeting we explored what was happening in the
various policy spaces in WA and had the pleasure of being joined by the new CEO of Infrastructure WA who updated the group on the Western Australia State
Infrastructure Strategy Development. If you are interested in attending in the future please contact the WA DEA Committee Chair for more information.

Dr George Crisp participated in an expert panel on the Cost of Climate Change. The event was an interactive panel discussion looking at the long-term economic
impact climate change on Australia’s economy and well-being, and the costs of transitioning towards renewables. It also gave insights into tangible actions
individuals could take to reduce carbon footprint and help shape policy.
Campaigns and Advocacy
DEA WA signed on to the Forests for Climate Charter. Signatories on the charter supports the urgent need to take decisive action to mitigate and build resilience
to climate change, and acknowledge that protecting forests is an effective and immediately available way to prevent significant volumes of carbon dioxide from
being emitted and maintain a vital carbon store.
DEA WA Members were also involved in writing an appeal for reassessment in regards the approval of the Waitsia Gas Project Stage 2. The Waitsia Gas Project
appeal is on the grounds of on the following climate-related grounds that the EPA failed to properly consider the approx. 5 million tons per year of carbon pollution
that would result from ‘scope 3’ emissions over the life of the project. These must be considered and mitigation of these emissions required by the proponent.
Social events and Networking
Doctors for the Environment WA and WA Seabird Rescue co-hosted a successful movie screening of Albatross to raise funds and publicise plastic pollution and
effects on birds and marine life.
Dr Richard Yin was also involved a practical workshop with the Buddhist Society of WA on how to approach activism with intellect and hearts, understanding that
the work is challenging and demanding, and that there must be attention to the need to care for ourselves and others if we are to avoid burnout. .
To come…
And… we still await the release of the State Climate Policy and the WA Climate and Health Inquiry…!

South Australia
The SA Divestment group met last week and discussed the results of a survey they have conducted with the assistance of Andrew Gaston from ethical investment
manager Accord. The data they obtained will be used in a formal proposal to Super SA. The result of the survey, which included a mix of DEA members and
others, revealed 90% would invest in an option that took into account the issues raised in the survey. These issues included child labour and exploitation, fossil
fuels, gambling, negative environmental impacts from mining and logging, and on the positive side, health and aged care, renewable energy, and reduction and
management of water usage. The group considered a possible option to reach out to other super members and groups.
The SA Health and Energy Group has not met since last report.
The SA Agriculture and Nutrition group is continuing to develop a planet-friendly diet brochure.

Tasmania

Tasmania has the following events occuring in October
We have 220 Tasmanian Doctors already signing to Our Open letter to the premier. If any Tasmanian Doctor hasn’t already signed if they could please sign
up here
2021 nominations for the Tas DEA committee are now open, see below for details on how to nominate

1st Tuesday of the Month is the Tas DEA meeting 19:00-2000 (zoom Meeting ID: 697 029 969; Passcode: 271907) - anyone welcome to dial in.
This Tuesday the guest speaker is Nick Towle on systems thinking, tobacco, climate and health presentation

Other News and Events

National Preventive Health Strategy Consultation Paper.
A consultation paper was released by the federal Department of Health calling for feedback on a National Preventive health framework to guide its strategy for
The consultation paper failed to fully consider the underlying environmental and social determinants of health which is a vital part of any preventive health stra
DEA’s submission is here.
CodaZero

Episode 4. Coda Earth – A safe and Healthy Pandemic Recovery is hosted by DEA members Kate Charlesworth and Forbes McGain. Wednesday October 14th

A pledge for planetary health to unite health professionals in the Anthropocene published in The Lancet

Engaging your MP - Webinar for DEA members
Our elected representatives are keen to gauge the mood of their electorates and they need to hear from DEA members concerned about the health impacts of clima
Climate for Change is running a webinar especially for DEA members for you to more easily engage with your MP. The session will provide:
·

guidance for writing, calling and meeting with MPs

·

access to Climate for Change’s online resources

·

a space to draft an email to your MP, advocating for strong action on climate

·

options for setting up a DEA MP Engagement Group

MP Engagement Groups (MPEGs) support people to harness their democratic power and engage with their elected representatives. MPEGs provide a structure:
dedicated time, resources and support for you to call and write to your MP to advocate for action on specific issues related to climate change. We have found this
easier and much more enjoyable to do in a group.
Who should attend?
This workshop is suitable for people with little or no previous experience in MP engagement. More experienced people might find it a useful refresher or a new
perspective, as well as an opportunity to connect with other DEA members who are interested in ongoing MP engagement.
To register click here

DEA in the news – August 2020
September 2020
Narrabri decision
Locals, environmentalists furious as Narrabri gas project gets green light in northern NSW
SBS, 30 September. Quotes Dr John Van Der Kallen.
Narrabri gas project approval sparks fury
The Canberra Times, 30 September. Quotes Dr John Van Der Kallen.
*As an AAP story, it also appeared in a number of regional platforms.
Dr Bob Vickers spoke to ABC Upper Hunter. Link unavailable.

Disaster on the doorstep
The Medical Republic, 28 September. Story about the summer bushfires with a focus on the experiences of Drs Kim Loo, Michelle Hamrosi and Trudi Beck.
Nature cure
Open Forum, 25 September.
Oped on the need for protecting biodiversity by Dr Dimity Williams.

Bracing for a season of bushfire pain
The Mercury, 25 September. Oped by Dr Anna Seth on bushfire risk and the need for climate action and biodiversity protection. Paywalled.

Gas a health hazard, not a transitional fuel
Newcastle Herald, 23 September. Oped by Dr Jane Morgan. Paywalled.

Bushfires cost billions in physical, mental healthcare
The Medical Republic, 22 September. References DEA’s Healthy Recovery letter.
Will the Federal Budget result in deaths, illness and suffering?
Croakey Blog, 16 September. Quotes Dr Richard Yin and references DEA’s Healthy Recovery letter.
Emphatic no’ to gas plan
Western Port News, 8 September. Mentions DEA’s submission on the AGL gas plan.
Doctors Sound the Alarm To Government: Climate Change is a Health Emergency
Podcast by MedicGuild, 8 September. Extensive interview with Dr Ingo Weber on the climate crisis.

In the fight of our lives, why are health and medical professionals so timid?
Croakey News, 8 September. Oped Dr Peter Tait on the need for medical professional advocacy that mentions DEA.
Electric buses and trains are the answer, not more cars
The Driven, 2 September. Oped by Dr Graeme McLeay
Wood heaters: The cosy killers
VicDoc, September edition. Oped on the health costs of wood heaters by Dr Rob Phair
Coronavirus: Doctors urge government to lock-in COVID-19 emission reductions
The Canberra Times, 1 September. Feature story featuring Dr George Crisp on the dangers of a gas-led recovery.

Connect with us on social media!
Keep abreast of the latest DEA news and events, as well as health and environment stories, reports, studies and insights by

@DocsEnvAus

@doctorsfortheEnvironment

connecting with us on Facebook, twitte

